
5/7/2013 17:48:25 Tonya Walls

People bully
because they dont'
feel good about
themselves. Tyray

Not really but there
are a few bullies in
some classes.

They should have
to take a bully
class with Ms.
Kiraly or maybe
they should read
our book.

Make
Connections,
Visualize,
Summarize,
Inference

Just a little bit
comfortable

A bully is someone
who messes with
other people.

5/14/2013 13:47:
18 Alajia

People bully
because they want
to fight or start a
fight Tyray

We have a bully in
our own school
because people
ask for money and
they want to fight

I think people can
do to stop bullying
is talk about it or
tell an adult what
happend

Visualize,
Summarize Very Comfortable

A bully is someone
who make or start
a fight and also
make someone
mad

5/23/2013 10:28:
11

Jamel Torres
Cortes

they bully because
they dont know
what to do rather
then do bad things
to do. Tyray

i really dont know
becaus i never got
bullyed.

i think they can
stop bullying by
telling them
somthing or them
to see how it feels.

Visualize,
Summarize

Just a little bit
comfortable

A bully is a person
who is not nice
and a person who
does stuff to you
like hit you or say
bad things to you.

5/23/2013 10:29:
01 Adrian Parker

people bully
because they are
not happy with
who they are and
they take their
anger on other
people Tyray

yes because one
day when i was
outside someone
had got a second
graders money
and the second
grader game him
his money
because he was
afraid

you can tell an
adult or a grown
up near by

Visualize,
Summarize

Not comfortable at
all

a bully is someone
who picks on other
people

5/23/2013 10:32:
14 Angel Ramirez

People bully other
kid because they
have a crushed
dream or they
think it's funny. Tyray

No because
bullying is not
allowed at Booker.

I think we shooed
get a teacher or a
grownup and tell
them what you soy
stop trying to make
people fight. Summarize Very Comfortable

A bully is like a
bigger kid picks on
a smaller kid. Like
saying I'm going to
beat you up if you
don't give me your
money.

5/23/2013 10:36:
08

MariannaS.
Dematti

People bully
because they
whant to bader
people. Tyray

Ido not have a
bullying problem at
school.

People can stop
the bullying
problem by telling
the some adalt that
someone is
badering him or
she.

Make
Connections,
Summarize

Not comfortable at
all

Bullying is when
someone is teling
on you on
something you did
not do.
 
 

5/23/2013 10:36:
09 mario duran

they bully
because they want
to pick on them
and punching them Tyray

yes because kids
allways bully other
kids wthen ther at
the play ground

they can do to stop
bulling is to be kind
and be helpful and
be friends with thm Summarize

Not comfortable at
all

bully is when
someone picks on
you

Timestamp
What is your

name?
Why do people

bully?
Who is the biggest
bully in the book?

Do we have a
bullying problem at

our own school?
Explain your

answer.

What do you think
people can do to

stop bullying?

Which of the
following thinking
strategies do you

use when you read
a book?

How comfortable
do you feel with
making videos

using an IPAD? What is a bully?



5/23/2013 10:36:
20 carmen robinson

People bully
because if their
miserable they
want to make you
mierable,for their
amusment. Tyray

No,we dont have a
bulling at our
school because
our pricible woudnt
alow it.

I think people can
tell an adult,or
speak up and help,
but, most
importantly,make
that person feel
like he has a
freind.

Make
Connections,
Visualize,
Summarize Very Comfortable

A bully is someone
who picks and be
mean to you.

5/23/2013 10:39:
06 Ayi Banks

People bully
because they think
it's funny to hurt
you and there
jealouse of you so
they want to hurt
you, they want
money and more
things that you
have and if you
don't give it to
them they will hurt
you. Tyray

No we don't .We
do not have a bully
at our school
because everyone
at booker cares.

Get help, tell a
teacher , tell the
bully to stop,and
tell your parents. Visualize

Just a little bit
comfortable

A bully is someone
who is mean to
you, hurts you,
teases you,takes
stuff away from
you on purpose.
Bully's are people
who are mad at
the wold,and some
bully's hurt you on
prupose.

5/23/2013 10:39:
22 Henry

I think they bully
because there
mad at the person
or mad at a person
and then they feel
like hurting other. Tyray

no, i don't think
Booker has
bullying because
the school is
awesome.

I think other can
stop bulling by
telling a adult.

Visualize,
Summarize,
Inference Very Comfortable

A bully is when
people treat each
other bad like
hitting, calling
name out and
fight.

5/23/2013 10:40:
53 mario

theey bully
because they pick
on them Tyray

yes because kids
bully at the pla
ground

they can do to stop
bulling is to be kind
and be help ful

Make
Connections,
Summarize

Not comfortable at
all

a bully is when
some one is
hurting you

5/23/2013 10:42:
53

Fernando
Espinoza

People bully to be
mean to people
and make them
feel bad about
themselves and to
make people and
to make them think
the people bullying
them are better
than them. Tyray

Yes we have a
buulying problem
at our school
almost every day I
see kids being
bullied and it`s
mostly the little
kids.

What people can
do to stop bullying
is tell an adult and
walk away from
who`s bullying you. Visualize Very Comfortable

A bully is a person
mean to others
and doesn`t have
a kind heart.

5/23/2013 10:42:
59 Jasmine Hollins

People bully
because the bully
does not like you
for a odd reason. Tyray

Yes, most of
grades I have seen
bullying this year
there WAS some
fights going on
because of
bullying.

What they can do
is to get help and
stop bullying! Visualize Very Comfortable

A bully is a person
that does not like
you for a reason.

Timestamp
What is your

name?
Why do people

bully?
Who is the biggest
bully in the book?

Do we have a
bullying problem at

our own school?
Explain your

answer.

What do you think
people can do to

stop bullying?

Which of the
following thinking
strategies do you

use when you read
a book?

How comfortable
do you feel with
making videos

using an IPAD? What is a bully?



5/23/2013 10:44:
02 mario

they bully because
they like to Tyray

yes because they
all ways bully at
the play ground

they can do to stop
bully they got to be
kind and helpful

Make
Connections,
Summarize

Not comfortable at
all

bully is when some
one picks on you

5/23/2013 10:44:
46 laila

becaus they aer
actully jelious of
that person they
are bullying Tyray

yes.people take,
threten me it hurts
me and the other
people

by finding what
makes them mad Summarize Very Comfortable

someone who likes
to be a jerk

5/23/2013 10:44:
56 shyquera

People bully
because they pick
on people  that   is
smaller   and
weker   than   them Tyray

No because if
someone is geting
bully  we will  tell
them to stop
because its not
nice  to pick  on
other  kids

If someone is
geting bully   I  will
tell to  stop
because its not
nice  to  pick   on
other  kids Summarize

Just a little bit
comfortable

A  bully  is  when
someone    is
being  mean  to
someone  for  no
reason

5/23/2013 10:45:
01 amafia

People bully other
people because
their smaller then
the bully. Tyray

I dont know
because I have
never seen
somebody get
bullyed at Booker.

Peopl can stop
bullying by telling a
grown up or a
teacher. Summarize Very Comfortable

A bully is someone
that teases
someone or just
because they dont
like you for
nothing.

5/23/2013 10:46:
21 aurion

I people bully
beacause they
dont they have bad
egos and dont
want to be the only
one with problems
so they make
others sad or
different emotions.
 
 Tyray

I dont think we
have a bullying
problem because i
dont see people
bully others and i
dont bully people.

I think people can
stop bullying by
being friends with
lots of people so
they dont become
bullies.

Make
Connections,
Visualize,
Summarize,
Inference Very Comfortable

A bully is someone
that picks on one
kid or more kids
and looks at the
negiteve things
about that person.

5/23/2013 10:46:
56 ashanti

people bully
because they jelis
of that person or
they dont like
them. Tyray

No we dont have a
bully problem.

I think wath people
do is tell someone
or tell someone
close to you. Summarize Very Comfortable

A bully is when
someone if you are
at school and you
want to sit down
but you  cant
because they wont
let you but deep
down it herts
inside and they
know it .

5/23/2013 10:51:
54 I-Key

to take things from
them Darrell's Uncle

NO if u bully u will
get  R PCED. tell a teacher Make Connections Very Comfortable

A person who peits
on kidssmaller
then them

5/23/2013 10:54:
03 morris crews

They r jealous of
the smat one.

Darrell's Older
Cousin

Some time like one
of the 4 gader was
take a kid money.

Tell your mom so
you will stop get
bully. Make Connections Very Comfortable

like some one tell
you to give your
money to me.

Timestamp
What is your

name?
Why do people

bully?
Who is the biggest
bully in the book?

Do we have a
bullying problem at

our own school?
Explain your

answer.

What do you think
people can do to

stop bullying?

Which of the
following thinking
strategies do you

use when you read
a book?

How comfortable
do you feel with
making videos

using an IPAD? What is a bully?



5/23/2013 11:03:
38 Ahmad Carr

Pepole bully
because they think
that they are
different from other
pepole.But there
not different from
anybody.Pepole
who bullys are
negitave. Tyray

I say no and yws
because
sometimes I see
somebody bullying
them or talking
about them or they
clothes.

What I think
pepole could do to
stop bullys bullying
is they could tell an
adult  or if your at
schooi you can tell
teacher. Summarize

Just a little bit
comfortable

A bully is someone
who like to pick on
others.

Timestamp
What is your

name?
Why do people

bully?
Who is the biggest
bully in the book?

Do we have a
bullying problem at

our own school?
Explain your

answer.

What do you think
people can do to

stop bullying?

Which of the
following thinking
strategies do you

use when you read
a book?

How comfortable
do you feel with
making videos

using an IPAD? What is a bully?


